Degraded signal quality and incomplete voice probes have severe effects on the performance of a speaker recognition system. Unified audio characteristics (UACs) have been proposed to quantify multi-condition signal degradation effects into posterior probabilities of quality classes. In previous work, we showed that UAC-based quality vectors (q-vectors) are efficient at the score-normalization stage. Hence, we motivate qvector based calibration by using functions of quality estimates (FQEs). In this work, we examine the robustness of calibration approaches to low-SNR and short-duration conditions utilizing measured and estimated quality indicators. Thereby, comparisons are drawn to quality measure functions (QMFs) employing oracle SNRs and sample duration.
Introduction
In the vast majority of commercial and forensic application scenarios, robust handling of real world data is still a challenging topic. While commercial applications can place focus on known environments and permit sample re-acquisitions from the biometric data subject, the environmental set-up in forensic scenarios changes case by case. Furthermore, commercial applications need to cope more and more with varying conditions due to the rising demand for highly mobile applications facing unconstrained environmental conditions regarding sample acquisition processes.
Lately, the robustness of state-of-the-art speaker recognition systems was addressed regarding feature extractors [1, 2, 3, 4] , uncertainty-aware comparators [5, 6] , and score normalization and calibration schemes employing quality metrics [7, 8, 9] . In this paper, we study the calibration stage of a state-of-the-art speaker recognition system employing probabilistic linear discriminant analysis (PLDA) [10] of i-vectors [11] . Unified audio characteristic [12] based quality vectors (q-vectors) are estimated during i-vector extraction [8] . This work extends investigations conducted in [8] with respect to the following aspects: (1) the effectiveness of q-vector based calibration schemes, and (2) limitations regarding unseen conditions are examined by excluding conditions of low-SNR or short-duration from calibration training. Contrary to [8] , where q-vectors were utilized for score normalization purposes, the focus of this work is put on score calibration schemes excluding score normalization. Thereby, we seek lower miscalibration costs compared to conventional calibration, which trains calibration functions on data stemming from an optimal condition (long duration, noise-free). This mismatched calibration scheme is expected to model low-SNR and short-duration conditions insufficiently, and thus to state the lower performance bound in our robustness analysis. In contrast, matched calibration is considered as optimal calibration, since calibration parameters are trained solely depending on each condition, respectively, which requires calibration functions to be trained for each condition. Hence, the complexity in terms of degrees-of-freedom increases on condition-matched calibration, when more conditions are considered and further, unseen conditions cannot be calibrated well. Therefore, quality-based calibration promises an adequate trade-off between model complexity and accurate approximation of condition-matched calibration in scenarios facing a wide range of combined noise and duration conditions. This paper is organized as follows: Sec. 2 depicts the stateof-the-art and related work on quality-based calibration, and on those FQEs for calibration of recognition scores. A comprehensive analysis of calibration robustness regarding duration, noise and combined effects is provided in Sec. 3, and conclusions are drawn in Sec. 4.
Related Work
The focus of this work is put on score calibration of speaker recognition systems, thus a brief overview on the state-of-theart is provided before related work on linear calibration and quality functions is depicted.
State-of-the-Art Speaker Recognition
Recent speaker recognition approaches rely on i-vectors, representing the characteristic speaker offset from an Universal Background Model (UBM), which models the distribution of acoustic features, such as Mel-Frequency Cepstral Coefficients (MFCCs) [13] . Thereby, UBM components' mean vectors are concatenated to a supervector µUBM. Speaker supervectors s are decomposed by a total variability matrix T into a lowerdimensional and higher-discriminant i-vector i as an offset to the UBM supervector µUBM:
The total variability matrix is trained on a development set using an expectation maximization algorithm [11, 14] . Then, i-vectors are projected onto a spherical space by whitening transform and length-normalization [10, 15] . State-of-the-art i-vector comparators belong to the Probabilistic Linear Discriminant Analysis (PLDA) family [15, 16] . PLDA comparators conduct a likelihood ratio scoring comparing the probabilities of the hypotheses (a) reference and probe i-vectors iref, iprb stem from the same source, or (b) stem from different sources. Therefore, speaker within and between variabilities are examined.
Different Environmental Conditions
Variations in signal quality, i.e. in the probe sample condition, result in different score distributions per condition [7, 17] . While systems are usually calibrated for known scenarios and in fix-condition environments, handling unconstrained conditions imposes well-calibrated decision thresholds among known and unseen conditions. In this paper, we examine the 55 duration and noise conditions presented in [8] . In [8] , SNR conditions stem from two noise sources: air conditioner (AC) and crowd (CROWD) noise. By degenerating voice samples from the I4U file list [18] , combined signal degradation and observation incompleteness (short probe segment duration) effects are simulated, which are expected to represent the most common conditions, cf. Tab. 1.
Linear Calibration
Calibration maps raw recognition scores into the domain of well-calibrated scores. A linear calibration function adjusts the bias of scores S by an offset w0 and scales S by a weight w1, such that calibrated scores S are computed as:
where w0, w1 are estimated by logistic regression [19, 20] . While non-linear approaches are able to calibrate well over wide application prior ranges, linear strategies may achieve wellcalibration on more limited prior ranges [19] . However, in this work linear strategies are preferred, since they are expected to be more flexible regarding unseen data [19] .
Quality Measure Functions
In scenarios targeting different conditions, the conventional linear calibration is observed to be prone to mis-calibration, when dealing with recognition scores originating from lowquality probe segments [7, 17] . Training calibration parameters condition-dependently leads to inconvenient effects, such as higher system complexity in terms of parameters to train. Quality measure functions (QMFs) [7, 21] were introduced in order to account for the quality of reference and probe samples in the score calibration process. In [7, 21] , the QMFs are formulated as additional components in the linear calibration strategy. A QMF Q depends on reference (ref) and probe (prb) sample quality measures λref, λprb:
The QMF calibration can also be interpreted as a linear system fusion of the biometric comparison with a sub-system quantizing the quality of reference and probe. Previous works [7, 17] introduced the following durationand SNR-dependent QMFs:
Q1+2 := w2 log(dprb) + w3 SNRprb,
where dprb, SNR prb denote the duration and SNR of the probe sample, respectively. Reference samples are assumed to stem from the clean/full (noise free long utterance) condition.
Function of Quality Estimates
Since measuring certain quality metrics such as SNR is difficult in low-quality conditions, alternative calibration schemes can rely on function of quality estimates (FQEs). The quality estimators can be obtained by using condition-dependent modeling of i-vectors.
Estimation of Unified Audio Quality Vectors
For the purpose of estimating quality in speaker recognition, unified audio characteristics [12] are utilized. Single multivariate Gaussian models Λj ∼ N (µj, Σ), j = 1, . . . , 55 are trained in original i-vector space for each quality condition as outlined in Tab. 1. The models have condition-dependent mean vectors µj and share a full covariance matrix Σ. Classdependent means are estimated using i-vectors from respective quality condition and Σ is estimated by pooling all the i-vectors. The resulting vector of posterior probabilities for an i-vector i represent a condition quality vector (q-vector) q [12] , with entries:
All i-vectors (ref, prb) are extended to a pair of an i-vector and a corresponding q-vector. Fig. 1 depicts average cosine score between q-vectors stemming from different conditions in the calibration training set. Same-conditions comparisons lead to comparably higher scores ( 1) than cross-condition comparisons ( 0). However, comparisons of alike-conditions rising from the same noise-type or SNR-level conditions cannot be easily accomplished, using a Gaussian model in i-vector space. Cross-condition comparison of q-vectors using an average cosine distance.
Calibration based on q-vectors
Concerning multiple sample conditions, q-vector based calibration can be global (condition-pooled training), metadata based (pre-selection of matched conditions), and trial-based [9] , i.e. samples employed during the calibration training are selected based on q-vector similarity to the probe sample's q-vector.
Complementary to [9] , we put also focus on two other conventional variants of global calibration schemes, in particular the condition-mismatched scheme (knowing only full/clean samples) and the condition-matched scheme, in which we assume an oracle knowledge of the matching condition is available. In [9] , trial-based calibration is proposed for examining a set of 14 distinct conditions comprising cross-language, crosschannel, noisy and reverberant effects. Where [9] aims at a wide range of condition types, distinct condition types are examined in this work in-depth. By selecting the 1000 most-alike samples for calibration training for each comparison, trial-based calibration causes a tremendous high degree-of-freedom on largescale operations. Contrary, we propose an FQE-based calibration method in order to reduce the amount of total parameters involved in the calibration phase.
In [12] , the proposed q-vector calibration scheme utilizes a symmetric, bilinear combination matrix W for conducting a quality similarity score between reference and probe q-vectors
Where the estimation of W induces tremendously high degrees-of-freedom to the calibration stage, i.e. q 2 parameters need to be estimated additionally: 3 025 W elements in order to cope with all of the 55 examined conditions. Lowrank estimates can be obtained by probabilistic principal component analysis. Following the QMF intention of parsimonious robustness against unseen conditions during calibration training, QUAC turns unfavorable by increasing condition amounts.
Based on the q-vector design, conditions can be identified by using q-vectors [8, 9, 12] . We propose the usage of the cosine distance between reference and probe q-vectors q ref , q prb for score calibration as the FQE Qqvec:
Compared to the calibration model proposed in [12] , the proposed FQE requires far fewer calibration parameter estimations, i.e. one parameter w2. In [12] , covariance-alike matrices are required, thus even if diagonalized matrices are conducted, the degree-of-freedom equals the number of conditions leading in this setup to 55 additional calibration parameters to w2. Which is not favorable for the purpose of facing robustness towards unknown conditions.
Analysis on Calibration Robustness
The scores for our experiments are derived from the baseline recognition system described in our recent work [8] . After examining baseline calibration results on the I4U evaluation subset, i.e. QMFs and FQEs are compared to mismatched and matched calibration schemes, we provide a study on the robustness of QMF and FQE calibration schemes against unseen conditions. In order to examine various performance effects of the calibration schemes, analyses are grouped by:
• variable duration: only conditions of 5 s, . . . , full without noise are considered during calibration training and evaluation,
• variable SNR: only noisy conditions with full duration (including full/clean) are considered during calibration training and evaluation, and
• combined conditions: all 55 conditions are considered during calibration training and evaluation.
Since similar trends on CROWD and AC noise were found, comparable to [8] , experimental results are only reported with respect to CROWD noise. In order to provide a compact overview, we also examine pooled conditions, i.e. the performance of all scores of all examined conditions is evaluated at once instead of condition-wise.
Experimental Set-up
Samples are derived into each condition based on long-duration and clean samples of the I4U file list, prepared for sites participating in NIST SRE'12 [18] , by truncation into duration groups of 5 s, 10 s, 20 s, 40 s, and full (original duration) as in [7] , and by applying AC and CROWD noise using FaNT, such that noise groups of 0 dB, 5 dB, 10 dB, 15 dB, 20 dB, and clean (original SNR) were established. The calibration parameters are trained on I4U development set and tested on I4U evaluation set. In total 55 conditions were examined, cf. Tab. 1. The Voice Activity Detection (VAD) labels from clean condition are then applied to corresponding noise versions. Furthermore, in calibration experiments with QMFs including measured SNR, we employed applied SNR in order to alleviate deficiencies in SNR estimation, specially in low-SNR conditions. We assume perfect VAD for this experiments in order to exclude undesirable effects rising from VAD shortcomings in low SNRs. While in many scenarios reference samples can be captured under very good conditions, probe samples are usually affected by signal degradation, hence emphasis is put on condition-variable probe samples.
For the sake of tractability of analysis, we experiment only with male speaker data. The i-vectors are compared by PLDA [10] with 200 speaker factors. PLDA is trained in a multicondition pooled fashion as in [22] . All q-vectors are derived from the original 400-dimensional i-vector space.
Evaluation criteria
As an application-independent performance metric, we use minimum cost of log-likelihood ratio (LLR) scores C min llr , which represents the generalized empirical cross-entropy of genuine and impostor LLRs with respect to Bayesian thresholds η ∈ (−∞, ∞) assuming well-calibrated systems [23, 24] . The actual C llr [24] is computed over genuine and impostor scores SG, SI by:
The difference of C llr and C min llr is referred to as the miscalibration cost Cmc [7] :
Systems of low C min llr costs are discriminative w.r.t. Bayesian information theory, whereas systems of low Cmc costs are wellcalibrated, i.e. C min llr is well approximated and systems may not need additional information in order to push C llr further towards C min llr .
Experimental Results
Baseline results of an uncalibrated system from [8] are shown in Fig. 2 : performance in terms of C min llr degrades significantly in lower SNRs and on shorter observations. All conditions yield respectively high Cmc. The gap between C llr and C min llr for SNR ≥ 15 dB is very small. 3 shows effects of conventional, QMF and FQE calibrations regarding the score distribution of genuine and impostor scores. Score distribution alter FQE calibration resembles well the score distribution after QMF calibration. The conventional calibration appears to handle the full/clean condition very well while suffering in variable duration and noise conditions. Alternatively, QMF and FQE show opposite performance: dealing well with noisy and short probe samples. This behavior could be well due to the amount of training data from each condition presented in training process of calibration parameters. Training of conventional calibration is performed using only scores from full/clean condition while for training QMF and FQE scores from 55 conditions are utilized.
Duration-only Analysis
In this analysis we focus on noise free probe samples truncated in shorter durations. The calibration parameters for QMF and FQE are trained with recognition scores from noise free probe samples. QMFs and FQE approaches perform better than mismatched calibration on durations≤ 40 s in terms of Cmc, cf. Fig. 4 . In terms of C min llr , no significant differences were observed between all examined calibration schemes. When duration of probe samples is ≥ 40 s, the probe samples can be considered "full" and the conventional calibration performs best. 
SNR-only Analysis
In this experiment, we consider only noisy probe samples drawn from noise free long duration (full/clean) samples. In training calibration parameters for QMF and FQE, scores from probe samples with no truncation are utilized. In training QMF calibration, applied SNR-levels are used instead of measured SNR. This selection would bias the performance of QMF calibration in different directions depending on SNR region. In low SNR region (SNR ≤ 15 dB), estimating SNR-level is problematic due to almost equal level of noise and speech present. Hence, applied SNR-level is much more accurate than a measured SNR-level. On the other side, since original NIST data are seldom noise free, applied SNR-level is less accurate compared to a measured SNR-level for SNR ≥ 10 dB. The quality estimates based on UAC aid FQE in handling low-SNR condition compared to the conventional calibration. However, UAC quality estimates are not as accurate as applied SNRlevel, which in turn, also undermines FQE calibration training. Dealing with SNR ≥ 10 dB, FQE presents superior performance in terms of Cmc compared to QMFs. This is in line with the previous argument on SNR estimation in high-SNR, implying that UAC-based quality estimates could be more accurate than applied SNR-level. In terms of C min llr , FQE reveals performance degrades with relative losses to other calibration schemes of 23% -36% depending on the condition, while other calibration schemes yield almost similar C 
Combined Duration and SNR effects
Figs. 7, 8 and 9 depict Cmc losses for different quality ranges. Thereby, for the sake of tractable analyses, we refer to the term low quality if either the duration ≤ 10 s or the SNR ≤ 5 dB, other conditions are referred to as good quality.
In terms of Cmc, QMFs and FQE significantly outperform the mismatched calibration scheme on low quality conditions, while by improving signal quality, the mismatched calibration scheme tends to approximate the matched calibration scheme better than QMFs or FQE. For good quality conditions, on increasing signal quality, the calibration loss of QMFs increases, while the mismatched scheme's Cmc loss decreases in a continuous fashion. In general, no significant differences are observed between QMFs and FQE in terms of both C min llr and Cmc. From the above analysis we draw the interesting conclusion that UAC-based quality estimates can be successfully applied in calibration stage providing similar level of performance as using oracle SNR-level and duration qualitative in QMF-based calibration. 
Analysis of pooled Condition
In Tab. 2, C min llr and Cmc performances of conventional, QMFs and FQE calibration approaches are compared for pooled condition with respect to duration-only, SNR-only and combined duration and SNR effects. On pooling variable duration conditions, QMFs and the proposed FQE yield very similar performance in terms of C min llr and Cmc. However, by calibrating a pool of scores originated from different SNR levels in probe samples, the presented UAC-based calibration approach in Eq. 9 fails to produce a better performance than QMFs. The C min llr provided by Qqvec is even worse than mismatched calibration. Such behavior could result from poor q-vector modeling of different SNR-levels or in part attributed to the suitability of cosine function in the calibration scheme. When the whole range of duration and SNR variation is introduced in calibration training and evaluation, the calibration performance provided by Qqvec is on a par with QMFs. It is deemed that supplying scores from combined duration and SNR variability to the training stage of calibration results in robust calibration parameter estimation. 
Robustness of Calibration regarding unseen Conditions
Experiments towards robustness are conducted regarding lowquality conditions, i.e. every condition afflicted by 5 s, 10 s or 0 dB, 5 dB is excluded from calibration training. Thus, calibration functions are assumed to be solely trained on biometric data of good quality and sustainable amounts of observations in terms of sample duration. In examining the calibration methods, the whole range of duration and SNR conditions (including low-quality) is tested. Tab. 3 provides the calibration performance for each experimental set-up on pooled scenarios. In general, QMFs and FQE are still outperforming the mismatched scheme, although Cmc costs increased significantly: on duration-only, Qqvec yields the lowest Cmc, also yielding the lowest C llr . On noise-only, Cmc costs of QMFs are slightly lower than on FQE, gains in terms of C min llr are observed on Qqvec. On combined conditions, Cmc costs of the proposed FQE are less affected than on QMFs.
In order to gain more insight towards the robustness issue, more detailed analysis is performed by looking into the individual duration/SNR conditions. Figs. 10, 11 and 12 depict the Cmc costs of a calibration training, which is unaware of lowquality conditions. Miscalibration cost, as it was expected, increases on low quality and decreases on higher quality conditions. QMFs and FQE still outperform the mismatched scheme on all low quality conditions. On testing with good quality data, the performance of both QMF and FQE calibration schemes occasionally falls behind the mismatch approach. 
Conclusions
Quality-based calibration schemes are essential in facing unconstrained quality conditions, since they are more robust towards unknown conditions than the conventional conditionmismatched calibration approach. A proper function is required to account for single-valued conventional quality measures or vector-based quality estimates in the calibration process. In this paper, we investigated on the performance of q-vector-based calibration using cosine function compared with the performance of recently proposed QMFs for variable utterance duration and noisy conditions. The current study indicates that quality based calibration provides more reliable calibrated scores especially in facing low-quality utterances. More research is in place to find better signal quality modeling and respective handling in the calibration function. Future investigations may also concern impacts of unseen noise types as well as other sample quality and completeness factors e.g., cross-language, cross-channel, reverberant speech and vocal effort (Lombard) effects.
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